
A GOOD THESIS STATEMENT FOR A COMPARECONTRAST ESSAY

Without a strong thesis, an essay will be weak and will not convey an effective main ideaThe In a compare and contrast
essay, you can develop either an explanatory or evaluative Here are some examples of explanatory thesis statements.

For example, when contrasting seemingly different things like lions and zebras , you could say: Even though
lions and zebras seem to have nothing in common, there are remarkable similarities between the two. A
compare and contrast essay is no exception. Need some help with picking a topic? Brainstorm I know, I
knowâ€”this is just something your professor tells you to do. As a final bit of advice, if your professor gives
you instructions for how to organize and write this essay, follow them as closely as possible. Do you think one
is of higher quality or greater merit than the other s â€”and if so, why? One half of the body paragraphs would
cover the first subject, and the other half would cover the second subject. How broad is their scope? What do
they describe or depict? Which one had more influence on the Victorian age of poetry? Compare Woodrow
Wilson's two inaugural addresses, and evaluate which one was more effective for its time. Professor: Where is
your thesis statement? What matters to the argument you are going to make? It is important to understand your
assignment in order to know whether you need to develop an explanatory or an evaluative thesis statement.
Still, there is a method to this madness, and this method can help you write a strong thesis for a compare and
contrast essay. While bats and bears appear to have little in common at first glance, they are remarkably
similar in their species classification and hibernation habits. He is also a Kibin editor. What kind of evidence
is usually offered for them? So what? Jot down some notes. Your approach There are a few common
approaches you could take when writing a compare and contrast essay. What is their tone or mood? Get
inspiration from over , example essays.


